
Finish off the word occasionally.

 
Now write the full word.

Add the word occasionally to these sentences.

I meet with my friends                          .

“Do you see them                          ?”

This can                           result  
in injury.

We                           experience blizzards.

Trace the word occasionally. 
 

Use a dictionary to define  
the word occasionally.

                                                            
                                                            
                                                           

Which word class does the  
word occasionally belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word occasionally.

ocassionally                occasionly                occasianelly 
                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word occasionally. 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                      

Which of these words means  
the same as occasionally? 

often           infrequently           consistently

Write the syllable of the word 
occasionally inside the hands.
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Finish off the word often.

 
Now write the full word.

Add the word often to these sentences.

I                      go for long walks.

“How                      do you  
exercise?” asked the doctor.

Do you come here                     ?

I’m                      mistaken for my sister.

Trace the word often. 
 

Use a dictionary to define  
the word often.

                                                            
                                                            
                                                           

Which word class does the  
word often belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word often.

offten                         oftun                         ovten 
                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word often. 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                      

Which of these words  
means the same as often? 

irregularly           frequently           rarely

Write the syllables of the  
word often inside the hands.
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Finish off the word opposite.

 
Now write the full word.

Add the word opposite to these sentences.

I live                         my primary school.

“What is the                         of right?” 

They are the complete  
                       of each other.

We are at                         ends of the room.

Trace the word opposite. 
 

Use a dictionary to define  
the word opposite.

                                                            
                                                            
                                                           

Which word classes does the  
word opposite belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word opposite.

oposite                         opposit                         oppersite 
                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word opposite. 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                      

Write another word that you can make  
out of the letters in the word opposite.

                                                       

Write the syllables of the  
word opposite inside the hands.
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Finish off the word ordinary.

 
Now write the full word.

Add the word ordinary to these sentences.

Nothing seemed out of the                            .

The painting depicted                           people.

We travelled in the                             way.

She seemed very                            .

Trace the word ordinary. 
 

Use a dictionary to define  
the word ordinary.

                                                            
                                                            
                                                           

Which word class does the  
word ordinary belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word ordinary.

ordinery                       ordinry                         ordernary 
                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word ordinary. 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                      

Which of these words  
means the same as ordinary? 

spectacular  normal forgetful phenomenal

Write the syllables of the  
word ordinary inside the hands.
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Finish off the word particular.

 
Now write the full word.

Add the word particular to these sentences.

I like things done in a                           way.

“What is your                            
enquiry?” he asked.

She is very                           about cleanliness.

He is wrong in every                         .

Trace the word particular. 
 

Use a dictionary to define  
the word particular.

                                                            
                                                            
                                                           

Which word class does the  
word particular belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word particular.

perticular                       particuler                         peticuler 
                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word particular. 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                      

Write another word that you can make  
out of the letters in the word particular?

                                                       

Write the syllables of the  
word particular inside the hands.
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